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Introduction

I ransportation planning problems have been characterised in general terms as mess
complicated and not amenable to quantification (Ulengin and Topcu, 1997) As such'
systematic analysis is needed to manage them In particular, many of the social and
environmental impacts associated with transportation projects are difficult to assess in
objective quantitative terms, though models based on the subjective jUdgements of
multiple experts (agents) have been explored (Roberts, 1976)

Various models are available to evaluate the qualitative impacts of projects including
for example, the Leopold matrix, the judgment impact matrix (McAllister, 1980), and
the stimuli-impacts diagram (Nijkarnp, 1983) These models use matrices to evaluate
the impacts of the projects. However, they do not clearly specify the relations hetween
impacts For instance, though the L"opold matrix provides a detailed summary of
impacts, the information ohtained from the matrix is not easy to assess (Holling, 1978)
In the judgment impact matrix, the relations between variables are included only to
limited extent All the impacts of projects on society are directed through the
environmental impacts and as a result, there is no provision for the direct impacts of the
projects on society. Moreover, the direction of impacts in the judgment impact
occurs in one direction only, that is from the impacts caused by a project on the
system through the environment factors, Consequently, the reverse impact trom society
or environment to the project may not be determined (McAllister, 1980, Holling,
The stimuli-impacts diagram, may be considered as an extension of the
impacts matrix and as such inherits the same limitations

When the complexity of the impacts is taken into account, structuml modelling is
simple way to illustrate the impacts (Gerrardin, 1979) The complexity of the Imlpar;ts
refers to the process by which an impact of a project may affect itself either directly
indirectly. In structural modelling nodes represent variables and edges represent
relations The underlying mathematics of structural modelling is graph theory
represents graphs in terms of matrices Cognitive mapping is a type of "",cr.,,,1
modelling

An application of cognitive mapping in the context of transportation planning has
presented by Ulengin and Topcu (1997) who used a cognitive map proposed
Axelrod (1976) and Nozicka (1976) to evaluate the causal relations between
variables The causal relations between nodes are derived from the judgments
experts,

In the context of the impact assessment of transport projects, soft variables (ie
unable to he expressed in quantitative terms) are common Approaches to haJ1dtmg
variables involve the use of judgements obtained from well-informed experts \ag,"""),

Such judgements are considered useful and valuable information for building
variables in impact assessment. However given that the assessment of projects
is based on experts' judgrnent~ and that the impacts of transportation projects
characterised as messy, complicated and non-quantifiable, the classical crisp
cognitive mapping is also considered insufficient. Thus, a fuzzy cognitive map
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8 Passenger traffic (demand-passengerJhour)
9. Generated capacity (passengerJhour)
10 Contribution to general trans system
11 Suitability to growth policies

adjacency matrix A is a representation of a CM in matrix form and it represents the
relation between the impacting and impacted variables (Axelrod, 1976) Figure 1
a simple CM in the context of transportation planning along with its adjacency
representation (Ulengin and Topcu, 1997)

cognitive map (CM) is a type of structural model, in which the causal relations
betwe,en impacts (Variables) are represented in a logical terms by using a matrix and a

(Axelrod, 1976) The relations between impacts are either positive or negative
relation is positive if changes in an impacted variable have the same direction as

thanl,e, in the impacting variable, whereas the relation is negative if changes in an
hnpacted variable have the opposite direction as changes in the impacting variable

Application oj NPN FuzzY Cognitive Map for Jransport Projects

Cog:nitive map

n,'mn"eri involving a structural model of the relations between impacts where impacts
expressed as soft variables obtained from the experts

this paper, a FCM is illustrated in the Context of analysing the impact of a given
translJortation project The basic concepts of a FCM will be presented together with

of a computer software implementation

iir"gu,re 1 Cognitive map and its adjacency matrix in tfansportation planning
(Ulengin and TopcD, 1997)

the adjacency matrix, the calculation process can be easily carried out When the
ili4i<ic"ncv matrix is multiplied by itself (using multiplication_rule provided by Axelrod,

outcome is a matrix which represents the indirect effects of length two from
'l'ltlpa"tirlg variables to the impacted variables For instance, the path u] ---'> Uz ---'> u3

of length 2, where Uj represents node i in the CM Mathematically, this
§J!!Whellt can be expressed as A2 More generally, if the value of powering factor is

(that is Ak), where 1 ,; k,; n-I, and n is the number of nodes in the CM, then
length k exists from Ui to Uj iff ai/k

) * 0 The maximum path for an acyclic;Q'2Ijith,emap is n - 1 (Axelrod, 1976)
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Figure 2 (a) Cognitive map, (b) Adjacency matrix, and (c) Reachability matrix

10 overcome such a problem, a real value may be used for representing
edge between node lli to node Uj. or alternatively, in terms of fuzzy logic, a
Fuzzy logic is as an extension of boolean logic or crisp logic with m"m'bershi.p
M = [0, I] as opposed to M = {O, I}. The notation [0, I] denotes a me:mt>ership
the interval 0 ,;; ~,;; I, while the notation {O, I} denotes a value of ~ equal to
most frequently used operators in boolean logic (and classical set
intersection (conjunction, {\NO), the union (disjunction, OR), and the
(negation, NOT, COMP) In boolean logic, the AND operator co:rre,;ponds
multiplication, while the OR operator corresponds to boolean sUlmnlation,
logic, membership is graded, and the conjunction, disjunction and negation
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For instance, the first row of matrix R (Figure 2c) represents that nodes 2, 3 and 4
reachable from node 1 Node 2 is reachable directly from node I (see also Figure
while node 3 is reachable from node I through node 2 Node 4 is reachable from node
either through node 2 or through node 2 and node 3 (Figure 2c)

One of the main drawbacks of the CM using positive or negative signs on edges is
difficulty of determining the total effect values For example, if there are two
paths trom node Ui to node Uj, one positive and one negative, it is
determine the value of total effect from node Ui to node Uj (Axelrod, 1976)

TE = Lk=l,n-l Ak

A reachability matrix represents the presence of direct and indirect effects from
impacting node ui to impacted node Uj (Nozicka, 1976). A reachability matrix is referred
to as the transitive closure of the adjacency matrix (Warfield, 1976).

Based on this equation, it can be concluded that total effect is a summation of the direct
effect (k=I) and indirect effects (k >I)

The total effect, TE, between impacting variable Ui and impacted variable Uj may be

expressed as:

Kusdarjito, C and Smith, P N
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ae:U!1<'U using, respectively, MIN (A), MAX (v) and NOT(~) where ~A has membership
1-IlA(X), (IlA(X) representing rhe degree of membership of x in fuzzy set A)

extensions for AND and OR operators have been proposed (Yager, 1979;
ZiJnIIleI1nalnn, 1991) t-norm operators and t-conOIlTI (or s-norm) operators

characterise AND and OR, respectively In decision analysis, the MIN,
(algebraic product) and DELTA (bounded difference) operators are common t
operators (Kosko, 1986; Zhang et ai, 1989; Zimmermann, 1991; Chen, 1995)

(Negative, Positive, Neutral) logic is a generalisation of boolean logic with
(.II,eII,bership values defined as M = {- I ,0, I} and NPN fuzzy logic is a generalisation of

logic (and crisp NPN logic) with membership values defined as [-1,1] (Zhang et
1989) Connectives in NPN fuzzy logic are generalisation of those in fuzzy logic

'. '\">1'1_ ."""v cognitive map

retains all positive and negative impacts, since not all the positive and
"."";v. impacts always counteract each other. The edge value between node ui to node

represented by compound values (u, v), where u'; v. As a result, the size of the
idj"cellcy matrix A becomes (N x 2N) (i e the number of columns is doubled) Figure
illuls!nltes a NPN-FCM

r
0) (08 0.8) (0 0) (0

"' ](0 0) (0 0) (07 07) (-0.6 -0.6)A=
(0 0) (0 0) (0 0) (-05 -05)
(0 0) (0 0) (0 0) (0 0)

b

··0.5

r
0) (0 0.8) (0 0.7) (-06

"jR= (0 0) (0 0) (0 0.7) (-06 0)a
(0 0) (0 0) (0 0) (--D5 0)
(0 0) (0 0) (0 0) (0 0)

c

(a) NPN-FCM, (b) NPN adjacency matrix, and (c) NPN reachability
matrix (transitive c1osrrre)

R in Figure 3c represents the value of transitive closure (the MIN (A) operator is
a t-norm operator to calculate the value of transitive closure)" For instance, the
of matrix R represents the fact that nodes 2, 3 and 4 are reachable from node I

is reachable directly from node I, and its value is 0 8 Node 3 is reachable from
""'UU,:1l node 2 and its value is 0 7 This value is determined by the minimum
08 (1 ....2) and 07 (2....3). Node 4 is reachable from node I through node 2, and
is 0 6 with a negative sign This sign is determined trom the product of the sign
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of edge 1-">2 and the sign of edge 2-4 Ihe value of transitive closure from node I to 4
is not determined through node 2 and node 3, since the value of node 4 obtained from
this path is -05, smaller than -06 (in absolute value) obtained from the previous path
When the number of nodes is small this process can be carried out manually using the
FCM graph. However, when the number of nodes increases, the value of transitive
closure should be determined by "adding" all indirect and direct effect matrices Ihe
indirect effect matrix can be determined by powering the adjacency matrix using NPN
fuzzy logic

When a CM is large and sparse, an adjacency list is a more efficient representation
involving only the direct effects which exist; that is, if the direct effect between Uj to u"
does not exist, then this relation will not be represented in the adjacency lisr As a resuli
an adjacency list provides a more compact representation than an adjacency matri~
(Cormen et ai, 1990)

A CM or FCM can be sprouted as a tree, as illustrated in Figure 4.. Ihis tree diagram is
a representation of the acyclic FCM in Figure 3a However, when the CM or FCM
cyclic, the number of branches in the tree diagram is essentially infinite and a branch
and bound strategy should be adopted to enable a finite spanning (or, spr"outin;g)
process Branch and bound is a technique for pruning a tree such that every branch in
the tree need not be examined Ihis technique may be implemented by using a threshlold
value such that when the value of vertex is smaller than the threshold value,
sprouting process is terminated for this node (Stephens,1996)

+0.8

+0 7 -0 6

,

,

Figure 4 I ree diagram

Chen (1995) used the depth-first search algorithm to determine all possible pathS
node Ui to node Uj in the tree. Furthermore, the value of the most effective path
determined from these paths. As its name implies, this algorithm searches
whenever possible for every discovered node (Cormen, 1990) However, when the
is large, it is more efficient if the search process is directed to determine only
effective path rather than to evaluate all possible paths from Uj to Uj Ihe most eff"cti"e
path is determined heuristically by using an extended breadth-first search alg,ontm

nc

Breadth-first search systematically explores all the "discovered" vertices from a
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Figure 5 Input interface

program

node More specifically, this algorithm discovers all vertices at distance t from Ui before
dis:co',ening any vertices at distance t+1 (Carmen 1990)

NPN-FCM program presented below is based on the extended breadth-first search
Ihe value of impacted nodes is calculated using a selected t.norm operator

then this node is evaluated further to determine Whether it should be terminated or
An adjacency list is used to represent all possible direct effects from impacting

v~~:~:~~;~;t~o the impacted variables I'his program evolved from the Fuu,y Pulse Process
Cl and Smith, 1997} Unlike the NPN-FCM program, which uses an adjacency

to represent the direct effect between nodes, the fuzzy pulse process represents the
effect between nodes as an adjacency matrix

NPN-FCM software runs on a PC under the Windows95 (32 bit) environment It
inc:]ll(jes a visual interface for input (Figure 5) Where the user draws the CM directly

Zhang's method (Zhang et al 1989) Where the value of initial node is absolutely
(~I), the value of initial node in the NPN-FCM program can be chosen from -1 to

'~',-el"' 0) In Zhang's method the calculation is initialised directly by an adjacency
and this implies that the initial value is assumed equal to 1 On the other hand,

C~,"UjalIOn in the NPN-FCM program is initialised by a pulse value, and this value
be set for a non-zero value between -I to 1 Ihis approach is useful when the

1)1':Inlpa.cte:d node (non-policy variable) is to be evaluated further, for example, evaluating
of decreasing the number of vehicle-trips When the initial value is changed,
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a = -·max(u1, u2,
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a = -~ (uici)lm

Figure 6 t-norms and aggregation methods available in FCM-NPN program

If the judgment process in cognitive mapping is carried out by multiple experts (as
normally the case), it is necessary to aggregate judgments With the exception of
SUM aggregation, (summing the positive and negative assertions), the positive
negative judgments are treated separately in NPN-FCM program Zhang et al
1992) proposed some methods of aggregation, such as

a

Parameterised i-norms are a generalisation of the t-norm operators described above By
selecting the appropriate value for the parameter, the value of the t-norm can be justified

accordingly (Mizumoto, 1989; Zimmermann, 1991)

Drastic ProductS DELTAS Einstein ProductS DOT S Hamacher Product S MIN

where ® represents any t-norm such as AND, DOT, DELTA or other t-norms, both
parameterised or non-parameterised i-norms In this equation Ui denotes the value of
impacting node while Vij denotes the value of the edge mnning from the impacting node
Ui to the impacted node Uj The value of Vij can be obtained from the adjacency list
Figure 6a and 6b show t-norm operators available in the NPN-FCM program and the
results obtained from these operators can be ordered as follows (Mizumoto, 1989)

the value of impacted nodes will also change, and this condition will influence the
interpretation of the result Moreover, the algorithm used in theNPN-FCM software has
greater flexibility to handle t--norms other than MIN (AND), DOT and DELTA, such as
Einstein and Hamacher product, and parameterised t-norms (Mizumoto, 1989
Zimmermann, 1991) The function of the t-norm operator in the NPN-FCM program i;
to calculate the value of an impacted node, Uj, as follows
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increases, noise and vibration will increase and in turn will have a negative affect on

local resident satisfaction

Moreover, road construction aCtiVItIeS may affect the viability of eXlstmg business
activities (Lane, 1978) These impacts are manifest through reduced access of the
consumers to businesses OI increased access of competitOIs to consumers In this
hypothetical example, motOlway construction may cause displacement of existin"
businesses (node 5) and in turn will affect the business activities in the region (node 6}
The availability of jobs depends on the business activities in the region (node 7)
Business activity will also affect the vehicle-trips in the region The presence of the
motOlway will increase the connectivity of the region (change of overall physical
accessibility) (node 9) Accessibility may be defined as the advantage of places to
overcome some forms of friction, such as travel time or distance (Ingram, 1971)
Increasing the accessibility of the region will in turn increase the number of vehicle
trips Node 8 represents traffic congestion in the region, and node 11 represents the
satisfaction of the local residents, The adjacency list fOI the motorway construction
presented in FIgure 7 can be seen in Table 1. The value in parentheses represents the
value of edge between impacting node and impacted node In this example, these values
are hypothetical and are representative of a single expert's judgements

Table 1 Adjacency list fot' the motorway constructIon

Impacting Impacted Impacted Impacted Impacted

Index Index Index Index Index

1 2(0.5) 3(05) 5(05) 9(09)

2 4(0.4) 3(08) 8(06)

3 6(-04) 11(-0.9)

4 11(-07)

5 6(-07)

6 2(0.7) 3(07) 7(06) 8(07)

7 8(08)

8 3(07) 11(-0.8)

9 10(1)

10 2(0.8) 6(0.7) 11(0.9)

The number of nodes in this example is 11 (set automatically by the program),
initial node is 1, the initial value is 1 (default value) and the selected operator is
(algebraic product) (Figure 5) There are two options for the output interface
output in the first option is represented by separated windows, whilst in the
option, the output is compacted into one window using the output manager In
example, only one policy variable is used, that is an urban motorway construction
that it is possible for the user to select mote than one policy variable in the "n>N-FLlVl

program) As indicated ~bove, the initial value may be set to a non-zero value helwe"n
1 and 1 After the CM has been drawn and all options have been selected, calculattO,n

can proceed
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types of output obtained from the NPN-FCM program are the tree diagram and the
effective path" from the selected impacting node to the impacted nodes along

their transitive closure values. The tree diagram in the NPN-FCM program is
tepresenl:edin both as a grid and as a trne tree diagram (Fignre 8).

[2] Pt>IlJti00(3. 0.4]
[f--t21 ",br~fl<>i:o(4. 0,2)
!'i'--[2J~a.O,3)

~·111pel~.O.5)

[21~.~.-o.21
'--IZ)Iocal~Obt;uacl;:,njl1 Q.451

<:} III ~~15 __ 0_5J
S[2J~'~6 . .o,35)

a [1] Oqeeol~~9. 091
G!-[2J oe<:~O. 0.9J

Figure 8 Tree diagram in a grid representation and true tree diagram

grid representation, column 1 represents the number of iterations, column 2
,p~;::~~: the name of the impacting node, column 3 represents its value, column 4
;p the name of the impacted node, and column 5 represents its value" In the tree

representation, the valne in the square bracket [] represents the level of
whilst the values in parentheses ( ,) represent the node's index and the value

impacted node, respectively A positive sign (+) indicates that this node can be
*pamd"d further whereas a negative sign indicates that this node has already been

The absence of any sign indicates that the node is a terminal node

the first iteration, the impacting node is equal to the initial node and the value of
pacting node is the initial value set by the user (see Figure 5) Furthermore,
tination nodes (impacted nodes) obtained by sprouting node 1 are nodes 2, 3, 5, and
e 9 (see also Figure 8, Figure 9 and Table 1) These impacted nodes along with

'(values are represented in column 4 and column 5 of the first iteration in Figure 8
e:of these nodes should be terminated, since the first iteration represents the direct
ftbetween the impacting node and impacted nodes

~esecond iteration, the impacted nodes obtained from the first iteration become new
aCting nodes, and these new nodes should be sprouted further as in the first iteration
ipstance, node 2 can be sprouted into node 3, 4 and 8, node 3 can be sprouted into

6 and 11, node 5 can be sprouted into node 6, and node 9 can be sprouted into
10 (Figure 8 and Figure 9) Further, in the second iteration, impacted node 3
=0.4) obtained from path 1->2->3 and node 6 (value =-0 2) obtained from path

should be terminated, since these nodes will no longer determine the most
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A complete tree representation based on the result in Figure 8 can be seen in Figure 9

4

3

@G) @
03024 0.3087 0. 3528

tenn term term

iteration level (t)

0.9

tenn term term

0,5 0.0.5

I
00686
[mn

-0,'7,

Figure 9 Complete representation of the tree diagram in Figure 8
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Based on the result in Figure 9, the maximum impact (both for negative and
impacts) can be easily, determined The maximum impacts, both for positive
negative paths, can be determined by examining all the available values for a

node in Figure 9 For example, for node 3:

It can be seen that the value of node 3 is compared with the value of the same node in
the previous level of iteration, while the value of node 6 is compared with the value of
the same node in the same level of iteration Another terminal node is node 11 (value:
-045) Node 11 is a terminal node because this node is a sink node, which means that
edges are directed only to this node No edge is sprouted from node 11. Since node 3
(value =0 4), node 6 (value =·0 2), and node 11 (value =-045) have been terminated,
the new impacting nodes for the third iteration are determined by nodes 4 (value: 0 2),

8 (value =03),6 (value =-035) and 10 (value =0.9).

effective path in the next (third) iteration Node 3 (value = 04) should be terminated
because its value is smaller than that of node 3 (value = 05) obtained from the path
1~3 in the first iteration. The reason for pruning path 1-...2~3 is that if node 3 (value:
04) is sprouted further, the result is only a duplication of the sprouting tIee obtained
from node 3 (value = 0 5) in the previous iteration but with the smaller values Node 6
(value = -02) from path 1~3~6 should be terminated since the value of this node is
smallerthan that of node 6 (value = ··035) obtained from path I~5~6
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value is derived from path 1->9->10->2->3 (t = 4) Finally, the values obrained
these paths (negative and positive) are equal to the value of a transitive closure of
3 from node 1, that is (-0..245, 0.576), represented as a compound value

Application oj NPN Fuzzy Cognitive Map for lramport Projects

(05,04*,021 *,0576,0441 *,03087*) = 0 576

Figure 10 Output interface

?O~it,ve ""CM, j~~~~~~~~~~~~
i cr==:tive elo3ur"->1(Ol ", ••
'p,,,,,,, "0"" ••.' I ..

1010"=1101"" "l""ur,,->Z (0. 72)
P"th: 1(11->9jO.91-HOjO.9)_>Z(O 721 .2', i ,
t:r"=1tivo clo3ur"->3(O.S7ol • 11 J.• 11-
path: 1(l1->9(O.9)->lOlO.91_"Z(O ?ZJ-,.310 57<;)""" ~~~lOr""-"i";"", c!o~u"~_>4 (O.zes) ,

PUb.: 11l1->9lC.9J->lOlO.9l_>2CO.·?2J_HlO Z88) .... '
lO::~t1:ive o~O"""~-"5lO SI "'"'I 1-0,

P""b.: ...., ."'" ...., ""'" ''''' .........,'._ ""'" ...." ...."lO::""-"i"":~VO~_:;:;:':;:::;:o':: _,.,,,po.th, 1 53)
lOr"""ilOiv~

(-0..245, -0196*, -0.1715*) ~ - (MAX(I-0.2451, 1-0.196*1, 1-0..17151) = -0..245

the maximum negative path, this value is derived from path 1-->5-->6-->3 (t = 4) The
ast,ew;K represents that this value is a terminal node, and this node will not detennine

most effective path (except for a sink node, for example is node 11, where no new
is directed from the sink node), and t represents the step or level of iteration The

}1ll,,,,ilnUim value for the positive path (for node 3) is determined by:

the description in Figur'e 9, it can be seen that the algorithm developed here seeks
maximum negative and positive values of the impacted nodes at every level of

iter'ati'Dn, and skips all the non-maximum nodes (ie terminal nodes) This implies that
specific level of iteration, all non-terminal nodes available at that level represent the

values (negative or positive) of the impacted nodes. As a result, when the
negative or positive) impacts Occur can be traced qualitatively before the FCM
the stable condition (ie transitive closure)

10 shows the output of the hypothetical example calculated by the NPN-FCM
lj,iiNJl[(IRram presented as text (in rich text format (rtt) accessed by most word processors)

a graph .. This text output represents all possible "most effective paths" (if any),
positive and negative, from the impacting node to the impacted nodes The header

the type of path (positive or negative), origin node (in this case node I), initial
(node I), and the operator used in the calculation (DOT operator) The graph

f,epresenltation shows all the values of transitive closure for every impacted node (if
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Figure 12 SUbJective time representation

is also possible to trace the impact in FCM from each level of iteration (see Figure
For example, consider node 11 (local resident satisfaction) As indicated above,

motorway construction has both a pOSitive impact and an unintended impact on
local resident satisfaction. This unintended impact occurs in two steps.. The first

unint"ndled impacts occurs from path 1~3~11 at t=2, Where t represents the level of
itel:ation, while the second unintended impacts occurs from path 1-"",9~1O~2~3~1I

t=5 The first unintended impacts is caused by the pollution generated directly from
activity of urban motorway construction, while the second one is caused by the

pollution generated by an increasing number of vehicle-trips As a reSUlt, policies
be focused on how to alleviate the pollution level that will affect residents both

the construction activity and from the motorway When constructed

Application o} NPN FuzzY Cognitive Map for Irampon Projeet\

path 1~9~1O~2~3~I1, and this negative impact is determined by node 3

Program is mOre straightforward than Chen's methods (Chen, 1995) in that, rather
eXamining all possible paths from an impacting node to impacted' nodes and
ing the most effective path from these available paths, this algorithm determines
he mOst effective (maximum and minimum) path heuristicaJIy

,,"PN Fuzzy Cognitive Map (and computer software implementation) has been
)Osed in this paper for eValuating the impact of a transport project (here, motorway
;truction) The algorithm used in this program is more efficient and mOre flexible
the original approach proposed by Zhang et al (1989,1992) The program Uses an

'ency list rather than adjacency matrix. As a result t-norms other than MIN (AND),
, and DELlA can be evaluated easily Moreover, computer execution time is
'ed since only the actual direct effects are represented in the adjacency list
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In a policy analysis, knowing the path of the impact can be used as guidance to alleviate
or eradicate unintended impacts of projects since the variables that cause these impacts
can be easily traced As a result, policy can focus on these variables Moreover, by
using a FCM based on NPN logic, it can be predicted when (in qualitative terms)
unintended impact (if any) occurs Thus an unintended impact may occur before Or after
an intended impact It is possible that a given project initially yields a high value for an
intended impact followed by a more significant (higher value) unintended impact
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